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Justification 

MWG/2-N6 

There has never been an exhaustive set of test data to use to determine whether a Mongolian font is correctly shaping 

syllable patterns. This paper attempts to provide a set of character sequences showing all possible Consonant-Vowel (CV) 

combinations or syllables - grammatical or ungrammatical - the attempt is to show how a given font is shaping a given 

CV sequence. 

Requirements for fonts using this data 

The control characters used in this set oftest data are the ZWJ (U+200D) and the FVS set (U+180B, 180C, 180D). The 

MVS (U+180E) and the NNBSP (U+202F) are not used in the test data as they are not within the scope of this paper. 

Layout method of the charts 

Each script is divided into two parts - the native section first and the transliteration section second. Each of these two 

sections is further divided into four sections dealing with the positional make-up of the CV sequence. These are the 

initial_consonant plus medial_ vowel, initial_consonant plus final_ vowel, medial_consonant plus medial_ vowel and 

medial_ consonant plus final_ vowel. 

What this paper does not concern itself with 

The main intent of this paper has been to provide test data for font developers. But, there are several things that might be 

confusing to the reader. The breadth of current Mongolian fonts is wide encompassing 5 scripts. The breadth of research 

dealing with the five scripts as a whole is low as compared to older scripts such as Devanagri or Hebrew. Therefore there 

are potential code-points which may be seen in the future to be duplicates. There are other issues such as the ordering of 

the code-points following traditional orthographical order rather than a phonetic grouping. 

In an attempt to provide a more intuitive and quicker analysis of a given font's shaping behavior, the author has placed the 

code-point sequences in a manner which starts with the traditional orthographical order, but then is modified by moving 

some of the code-points around to group more naturally with code-points with similar phonetic/sound qualities. 

Sometimes the code-point name does not match the Uniscribe-ascribed name to the code-point. This is not intended to be 

a suggested name change. It happened as a result of trying to understand how the CV syllable structure works within each 

script, how diacritics are applied and where there might be overlap between the scripts. Apologies are extended in this 

light. 

Media used 

There are necessarily two formats for this paper in two different files. The presentation format of this paper will be 

(DS02.pdf). The actual textual file (DS02.docx or DS02.odt) will be just as valuable however as the intent will not be to 

illustrate the correct shaping behavior of a given CV pattern. The textual file will provide the data stream for the font 

developer to compare to the expected shaping behavior as seen in the persentation .pdffile. 






















